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by Ingunn Eriksen 

 

 

In a tiny village there’s a huge work of art – Stream Nest. I’m quivering with anticipation 

as I drive over the mountains all the from Oslo to have a look at it. I’ve heard there are 

tourists who pilgrimage here year after year to do the same. And now -  it’s my turn! 

The village is called Osa. It’s in the municipality of Ulvik, deep in Hardanger fiord in 

western Norway, ringed in by the high, beautiful mountains that surround the 35 souls who 

live here year round. 

 

I have seen pictures of Stream Nest when it was located in Hamar during the winter 

Olympics and Paralympics in 1984. It is unique in many ways. It is the artist’s only 

sculpture that still stands 12 years after it was erected. None of his other sculptures has 

lasted more than two-three years. And it is the only one of his sculptures to be 

accompanied by music specially composed for it. What is more, there was an broad 

movement in Hamar lobbying to keep Stream Nest there after the Olympics. When that 

didn’t succeed, it was the Osa businessman Karl Sandøy and the Stream Nest musician 

who saved the artwork from a certain death, and re-erected the sculpture here in western 

Norway. Now it is my turn to see if it will move me as it has moved others. 

 



 

 

Logsculpture on its last legs? 

I’m standing on the grassy plateau of the Stream Nest property looking down at the 

sculpture. In my mind’s eye I can still see Stream Nest the way it looked when it was at 

Åkersvika in Hamar during the Winter Olympics, bristling with youthful energy and with 

its logs poking out in all directions, a bit like a hedgehog. Now the nest reminds me of a 

respectable elderly lady, sagging, and slightly shrunken. Change and decay all around I 

see. I look around to  confirm my first impressions: bark peeling off, logs that are rotten 

and broken. There is moss on the logs and the bricks. Grass, willow herbs, wild raspberry 

bushes and small trees have taken root in the sculpture and partly covered it. 

 

Slowly I discover something, and it is the rain that causes it. The dampness makes the logs 

glow in warm, brown shades. The raindrops moisten the moss on the bricks and logs, 

making it a deep green. The bricks themselves are a warm terracotta red. 

 

From the depth of the sculpture emanate tuba tones - deep, drawn-out and melancholy. 

The music alternates from the majestic to the mystical. The mountains tower avoe me. The 

Waterfall roars. Yet inside me all is a strange silence. 

 



The Japanese who wanted to fill the void  

All of his works of art are made of bricks and logs, tied together with wire. I ask myself: 

why logs, why bricks? A few days later I realise the question is irrelevant. I leaf reverently 

through a book with photos of the artist’s exhibitions, “The best selection of contemporary 

ceramics in Japan”. In the preface Takamasa Kuniyasu says that in the modern world 

everything has become relative. Our values are relative. Science is relative. Our religious 

faith has become relative. The only constant that is left is body, the form. And it is form 

that he fosters, and means that it is the size of his constructions that is the most important. 

And what could fit in better with this aim better than making the work of art as big as 

trees. Stream Nest is all of eight metres high on one side. And that’s how big it has to be 

when the “gallery” is nature itself, where mountain sides stretch 1200 metres upwards to 

form the walls of the gallery. 

 

 

From the way I interpret what I read, there is a difference in the artist’s and my view of 

life. Where I see space, the artist sees empty space. Takamasa wants to experiment in order 

to see how much of the empty space he can use before the work of art has penetraded 

space. The borders between emptiness and space are easiest to see when Takamasa builds 

his sculptures indoors. I sit here looking at pictures from his exhibition “Return to Self”. 

They make me uneasy. The logs are oppressive. He has come too near “space”. There is 

hardly enough room for me in my inner space. 

 

 

 



The musician who wanted to fill Stream Nest  

 

As the first and so far only person, the tubist Geir Løvold has composed music specially 

for one of Takamasa’s creations. How he hit on the idea is hard to know. Perhaps it was 

the round shape of the nest which allows it embrace music? Or could it be that the 

musician saw an empty space in the nest, just as the sculptor saw an emptiness in the 

space, so that artist and musician found each other? Geir Løvold filled Stream Nest with 

his music twenty four hours a day through loudspeakers concealed in the structure for the 

whole of the Olympics and Paralympics. Now the same tones fill the sculpture in Osa. 

 

On the CD-cover of the music it says that Løvold sees the form of the sculpture as 

harmonious, but as dramatic too. He associates Stream Nest with a heavy, slow-moving, 

never-ending stream of immense power. The music changes with the weather and the 

wind. In crisp, dry weather the music seems lighter than in fog and rain. Snow muffles the 

music like a sordino, a musical silencer. The music sounds different as you wander around 

the sculpture. In Osa the music can resound between the mountainsides like an echo. 

During my stay there it is raining, the fog and mist creep silky-soft over the mountain 

crests. When the weather is at its soggiest, the music sounds like a mystical and beautiful 

foghorn, rising and falling and giving me peace of mind. In many ways the long drawn-out 

tones are like the soul of both the sculpture and nature itself. 



The timber 

 
                                                                           

                                                    
 

Stream Nest is made up of 3000 logs. Løvold says that he was inspired by Rolf Jacobsen’s 

poem about timber when he wrote the music to the nest: 

 

”For there is a great peace in timber / and a great light in it / which can shine long into the 

evenings” 

And further on: “It is the mighty rivers that take care of it. /  Is there an act of love 

between the the strength of the trees and the rivers? / They guide it slowly through the 

landscape in a gentle rhythm / as if in a dance.” 

 

The harmony and slow movements of the logs in a lazy river are ideally reflected in this 

monumental sculpture. It’s almost as if you can see the movements in and around the nest, 

and how the eddies have whirled the logs together into two spirals twisting in opposite 

directions. The nest is in fact formed like two nests -  one big, one smaller. The larger nest 

brings out the smallness of the “little” nest, whilst the latter emphasises the sheer size of 

the large nest. 

 
  



Bricks 

 

 

 

The  bricks in Stream Nest are fascinating.  For one thing, none of them are identical in 

colour. But what is most eyecatching is the way the bricks curve round the nest like two 

round cathedrals and stretch their spiral sides upwards in tall piles that look as if they are 

about to collapse. Takamasa had a special motive for using bricks. For him there is no 

God, and therefore nothing to hold the world together. That is why he wants the 23 000 

bricks in the sculpture to look as if they are lying loose. He has created this illusion of lack 

of cohesion by laying the bricks in such a way that none of them lie at right angles to each 

other. The bricks are deliberately and painstakingly arranged jutting out in untraditional 

directions, to look as if they had been stacked purely by chance. For myself I can see no 

trace of the eight tonnes of mortar that the artist and his 30 assistants have used in the 

construction process. 



Art, music and nature – all in one grip  

 
 

Stream Nest grips me. The sculpture on its own is perfect.  

      The music on its own is perfect.  

                             The nature on its own is perfect. 

But together the work of art makes up a monumental music installation placed gently in a 

glen surrounded by soaring mountains and waterfalls, so that you have a feeling that in 

everything there is something greater than itself. Here where I stand, it is easy to feel that 

we have an innate strength that is released by other powers. 

 

At the same time it is obvious that the sculpture is subject to the forces of nature. It 

changes from year to year and will in the end completely decay.  The sculpture Stream 

Nest has survived for many more years than people thought was possible. Today, the last 

few years on “overtime” mean that the focus is not only on what a fantastic attraction it is, 

but on whether it will survive the next winter storm or heavy snowfall that could spell the 

death throes for the sculpture. The music is also obviously affected by the forces of nature 

when it is played out in the open air in the sculpture, but played on its own it will last 

unchanged and outlive the nest. 

And the mountains around are everlasting. Viewed as a whole this work of art in its 

magnificent surrounding leads one to thoughts of one’s own life, the ever-changing, the 

transitory, and intimations of something eternal. 



The space and the empty space 

 
 

 
 
 

For days and weeks Stream Nest influence me. I think of art and music as a universal 

language. I think of the play of colours, of the wind and weather. But most of all I am 

completely consumed by the thought of the border between space and emptiness. I walk 

the streets of Oslo, looking at the open squares and the narrow lanes. Yet I still see things 

the same as before: I see space, but not empty space. 

 

But something else has happened to me. I wondered initially if Stream Nest was an 

Olympic sculpture in decay. Now I’ve found out that the sculpture is still there after 

twelve years, if anything more beautiful than ever. It is some of my attitudes that have 

taken a knock. When I walk into a room, I have started to ask myself: How much space 

shall I occupy? Where shall I place myself? Shall I take more space than what I think is a 

big space? Who am I if I almost fill that space? How little can I make myself and yet still 

be seen? How big can I make myself without invading other people’s comfort zone? Dare 

I draw attention to myself more than I have done so far in my life? 

 

For the sculptor, size is the most important factor, but Stream Nest is more than that. 

Stream Nest is continuous music, 24 hours a day in Hamar, and from morning till evening 

in Osa. Music that reached the streets and homes of the townsfolk, and can now be heard 



up in the mountains. Stream Nest challenges me.: how much, how strong and how long 

dare I let my voice be heard? How much space do I give to my voice? A shiver runs 

through me. In the course the year to come I will grow and develop. In the spring I will 

return to Osa – bigger, stronger and more resolute than before. 
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